
• Height 79cm

• Can stay open at 90°

• Auto-close

• Auto-lock

• Magnetic double-locking

• One-handed opening

• Conforms to
EN1930:2011 EN71

• Fits widths 76cm – 83cm

• Up to 139cm with extensions
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Baby Safety Gate



4. Then do the same for the top adjusters.
Make sure the lock closes correctly.

3. Next, tighten the gate firmly in position by
adjusting the bottomwidth-adjusters, both
sides together. Make sure the gate is
straight, vertical, and on the floor.

WHERETO INSTALL..

This gate is suitable for small children up to the age of 2
years old.

This gate is suitable for use indoors, at the top or bottom
of stairs, across doorways, and to restrict access to
hazards.

This gate can be installed across gaps between 76 and
83 cmwide.With the addition of optional extensions,
gaps up to 139 cm can be secured.

Make sure the gate is installed on a flat, secure, strong
surface.

PARTS

2. Position the gate. Then rotate the wheels on
the width-adjusters so they contact the wall,
or cups, and hold the gate in position.

Attach one side of the double-sided
sticker to the outside of the cup (flat side).
Attach the other side to the wall where
the width-adjuster wheels will sit..

4 width-adjusters

Not
e When you remove the gate from the

box, you notice the lock is hanging open
and there is a gap. This is normal. Gap
will close when gate is installed.

Using the
wall-cups.

GATE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Put the 4 width-adjusters in the holes, at the
top and bottom sides of the gate.

5. Finally, adjust the 4 width-adjusters
making sure the gate is vertical, firm
and balanced equally, and opens and
closes correctly.

Thank you for choosing our product. Please read these instructions
carefully before installing the gate, and keep them for future reference.

the gate can stop
at 90° degrees

lift
up

How to open:Slide back the top button, lift and hold the bottom button at the same time.

buttons

double-
locking
can open on
both side

or adjust the double-locking
to open on one side only

slide back WARNINGS:

• Please follow the instructions carefully.

• This product is a pressure gate andmust be installed on a firm, flat surface on
both sides, such as awall or door frame. The gate pressure can cause injury if
slips out of position.

• Use only amaximumof two extension pieces, and only one on each side.

• Never position this gate in awindow.

• This gate is for domestic usewith small children up to the age of 2 years.
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USINGTHEGATE...
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SAFETY GATE EXTENSIONS
(If the installation width is more than 83cm)

gate only

gate + 7cm

gate + 14cm / (7cm + 7cm)

gate + 21cm / (14cm + 7cm)

gate + 28cm / (14cm + 14cm)

gate + 35cm / (21cm + 14cm) / (28cm + 7cm)

gate + (21cm + 21cm) / (28cm + 14cm) / (35cm + 7 cm)

gate + (28cm + 21cm) / (35cm + 14cm)

gate + (28cm + 28cm) / (35cm + 21cm)

gate + (35cm + 28 cm)

gate + (35cm + 35cm)

76cm - 83cm

83cm - 90cm

90cm - 97cm

97cm - 104cm

104cm - 111cm

111cm - 118cm

118cm - 125cm

125cm - 132cm

132cm - 139cm

139cm - 146cm

146cm - 153cm

WIDTH
RANGES

For these widths you need one of the following
gate and extension(s) combinations:

+7cm +14cm+28cm +28cm +35cm

WARNING: Use a maximum of 2 extensions only, and with
only one extension on each side.

EXAMPLE COMBINATIONS:

35cm 35cm 14cm

35cm

35cm 35cm

7cm

28cm35cm 21cm

118-125cm 125-132cm

132-139cm 139-146cm

146-153cm


